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Abstract
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Abstract: We intend to develop an in situ near-infrared spectroscopic solution for monitoring the
nutrient composition (e.g., lactate concentration) in microfluidic channels of organ-on-chip devices.
In this work, the effects of the geometry, surface quality, and architecture of the micro-volume
cuvettes were characterized and optimized considering the signal-to-noise ratio and sensitivity of the
proposed spectroscopic method in case of aqueous solutions. The applicability of the micro-volume
near-infrared spectroscopy method using this specially designed microfluidic cuvette was proven.
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1. Introduction

The concentration of molecular markers—such as relevant amino acids, carbohydrates,
and drugs—is an important signal of the metabolic or chemical processes unfolding in
organ-on-chip applications. In recent years, advanced and miniaturized sources, detectors,
and spectrometers have proven the applicability of optical spectroscopy to be an excellent
tool for the analysis of different sample compositions or chemical reactions. Infrared (IR)
spectroscopy is based on the identification of the transition between discrete vibrational
energy levels of molecules caused by absorption photon energies. Accordingly, absorption
spectra are related to the specific molecular bonds (wavelength) and the amount of the
targeted molecules (intensity). Infrared spectroscopy combined with microfluidic sample
transport and preparation can be a powerful, in situ analysis method for continuous
monitoring of complex cell culture media and for revealing the molecular fingerprints
of the relevant molecular contents. Based on the spectral characteristics, the molecular
concentration in the sample could be determined; however, the architecture, the geometry,
and the optical parameters of the structural materials (glass, poly-dimethylsiloxane (PDMS),
cyclo-olefin polymer/copolymer (COP/COC), etc.) of the microfluidic system have to be
considered [1].

2. Materials and Methods

Polymeric microfluidic cuvettes were fabricated through CNC milling and also through
hot embossing techniques using microstructured molds. The channel depth was varied
between 50 µm and 200 µm. Suitable transreflectance architecture was created by coating
the backside of the microfluidic chip or the inner surface of the channels with 150 nm thick
vacuum-evaporated aluminum. The channels were sealed with glass and COP slides using
double-sided adhesive. The optical measurements were carried out in the wavelength
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range of 950–1690 nm using an Avantes spectrophotometer (Avantes BV, Apeldoorn, The
Netherlands) combined with an optical fiber waveguide for excitation and detection.

3. Discussion

The sample volume effect was characterized by comparison of the spectral trans-
mittances of benchmark aqueous solutions (ethanol–water; lactate–water) measured in a
standard macroscopic cuvette and in microfluidics. In the case of the microfluidic cuvettes,
the transmittance and transreflectance mode spectral analyses were also elaborated upon.
The IR absorbance of water with a wavelength over 1400 nm causes significant deteriora-
tion of the signal-to-noise ratio and this effect could be eliminated by using microfluidic
cuvettes with radically shorter pathways, as highlighted in Figure 1. Considering the
volume-dependent sensitivity of the method (Lambert–Beer law), the ideal channel depths
were investigated by testing varying chamber depths between 50 µm and 200 µm.
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Figure 1. Concentration-dependent near-IR transmittance spectra for ethanol solutions (0.05, 0.1,
0.5, 1.0, 5.0, 10% v/v) compared to water as a reference in macroscopic (a) and microfluidic (b) HE
(100 µm, transmittance) cuvettes. Relative intensities (c) demonstrate a signal loss over a wavelength
of 1400 nm.

Considering the proposed application, the positioning of the fluidic connections, and
the optical setup, the transreflective measurement mode was selected. Accordingly, specu-
lar reflectance was applied for analysis, although in this case the effects of the structural
materials, the surface finishing of the microfluidic cuvettes, and the placement of the reflec-
tive metal layer (in-channel or backside) needed to be considered. The scattering effects
causing intensity loss were decreased by the enhanced surface quality of the hot embossing
(HE) technique. The in-channel reflective layer was proven to be advantageous, although
in case of backside metallization, the spectral absorbance of the structural materials has to
be noted.

OoC-compatible microfluidic cuvettes were designed and manufactured for transre-
flectance mode optical measurements with adequate material properties, excellent surface
quality, and a suitable architecture. By decreasing the optical path, the specific absorbance
of water could be decreased, resulting in an increase in the signal-to-noise ratio.
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